
Gray Bedroom

Sleek and Modern Design The Gray Bedroom Collection showcases a sleek and modern design aesthetic, blending
clean lines, minimalistic silhouettes, and a sophisticated color palette. Each piece is thoughtfully crafted to create a
cohesive and harmonious look that exudes elegance and timeless appeal. Versatile Storage Solutions With a focus on
practicality, the Gray Bedroom Collection offers versatile storage solutions to help you keep your space organized and
clutter-free. From spacious dressers and chests to smartly designed nightstands, each piece combines style and
functionality to meet your storage needs. Quality Materials Alf Italia is renowned for using high-quality materials, and the
Gray Bedroom Collection is no exception. Premium wood veneers, smooth lacquer finishes, and durable hardware
ensure durability and longevity, making these furniture pieces a worthwhile investment for your bedroom. Create Your
Dream Bedroom Whether you're seeking a complete bedroom makeover or looking to add a few key pieces, the Gray
Bedroom Collection allows you to create your dream bedroom. Mix and match different items from the collection to
personalize your space and curate a sanctuary that reflects your unique style and taste.
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All prices are valid at time of printing this document and measurements are subject to manufacturers alterations which may not be reflected on this
specification sheet or website
 

Products in this range:

6 Drawer Chest
134.3cm(h) 48.5cm(d) 80.6cm(l)

was £1099 Sale from £929

Dresser
79.3cm(h) 52.5cm(d) 168.8cm(l)

was £1175 Sale from £999

Night Stand
55.4cm(h) 48.5cm(d) 60.5cm(l)

was £519 Sale from £439

Mirror
107cm(h) 2.1cm(d) 100cm(l)

was £275 Sale from £229

King Size Bed Frame
124.5cm(h) 219.4cm(d) 165cm(l)

was £899 Sale from £759

King Size 5'0" One-Piece Slats
was £399 Sale from £339

King Size 5'0" Split Slats
was £595 Sale from £499

Dresser, Mirror & King Bed
was £2355 Sale from £1999

Dresser, 2 Night Stands, Mirror & Bed
was £3389 Sale from £2879
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